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Abstract. Recently, lifestyle disease has become a social problem. It is difficult 
to improve exercise habits because people are hard to continue efforts for 
health. In previous studies for encouraging exercises, there are studies to im-
prove user’s motivation by visualizing exercise outcome. We should consider 
not only improvement of motivation but also lessening mental loads for exer-
cises since improvement of exercise habits requires long-term continuation. 
This study estimates the low degree and gives suitable recommended informa-
tion which prompts exercises. Therefore we propose health support which  
facilitates continuation of user’s effort for exercise. We propose new approach 
method to prompt exercise. The experimental result indicated that a part of the 
approach method is effective. And we constructed KANSEI model, a correla-
tion between degrees of each the feeling and the factors is revealed by data of 
each user than data of all users. 

Keywords: Information Distribution, Estimate of Situation, Continual, Health 
Support System. 

1 Introduction 

Recently, lifestyle disease has become a social problem. It is difficult to improve  
exercise habits because people are hard to continue efforts for health. 

In previous studies for encouraging exercises, there are studies to improve user’s 
motivation by visualizing exercise outcome [1]. We should consider not only  
improvement of motivation but also lessening mental loads for exercises since  
improvement of exercise habits requires long-term continuation. This study estimates 
the low degree and gives suitable recommended information which prompts exercises. 
Therefore we propose health support which facilitates continuation of user’s effort for 
exercise. 

2 Approach 

We describe an approach of this study. We assumed that users feel less the mental 
loads by incorporating exercise which relate to the actions in daily lives. We define 
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feeling less mental loads of this action. As shown in Figure 1, we propose  
“Parallel Action”, “Additional Action”, and “Alternative Action” as a method which 
incorporates related exercise. There are the feelings for each action. 
 
 

 

Fig. 1. Image of “Parallel Action”, “Additional Action”, and “Alternative Action” 

A degree of defined feeling is different in user’s state and situation of moment. As 
shown in Figure 2, we define factors giving the feeling to construct KANSEI model 
which measures the feeling [2].  
 
 

 

Fig. 2. Factors to construct KANSEI model 
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Fig. 3. A difference of feeling for recommended information by individual 

Figure 3 shows one example about a difference of feeling for recommended  
information by individual. We develop the system which recommends related  
exercises (Parallel, Additional, and Alternative) as shown in Figure 4. 

 

 

Fig. 4. Recommendation system summary 
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3 Experiment Demonstrated the Validity of Parallel Action, 
Additional Action, and Alternative Action 

3.1 Experiment Purpose 

Experiment was conducted to clarify whether users step into action by selecting paral-
lel action, additional action, and alternative action. 

3.2 Experiment Method 

Test subjects are ten students in twenties. Each test subject has three day’s question-
naire when test subjects go home. Test subjects make replies each recommended  
information. Recommended information is four types (parallel, additional, alternative, 
unconcerned). Question items are the object characteristic, the user condition, doing 
actually and how much feeling less (5 levels). 

3.3 Experiment Result and Examination 

Table 1 shows questionnaire result. As compared to Unconcerned, Do Actually of 
Parallel and Alternative is high. But Do Actually of Additional is 17%, and the rate is 
low. Recommended information of Additional needs to improve. 

Table 1. Questionnaire result 

Optioning Actin Do Actually (%) Feeling less
Parallel 51 3.8

Additional 17 2.7
Alternative 42 3.3

Unconcerned 13 2.1

4 Analysis for Effect of Factors 

4.1 Analysis Purpose 

We prove how effective of factors when users do parallel action (alternative action). 
And, we create KANSEI model. 

4.2 Analysis Method 

We carry out a questionnaire to three test subjects for nine days. This time,  
recommended information is parallel action and alternative action. Objective variable 
is “Feeling less”, and explanatory variables are “Object characteristic” and “User 
condition”. 
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4.3 Analysis Result and Examination 

As a result of multiple linear regression analysis, table 2 shows multiple regression 
coefficient. For example, Feeling of test subject A affect objective variable materially. 
Therefore, effects on Feeling less vary widely among individuals. 

Table 2. Individual model by multiple linear regression analysis 

Parallel Action Object Characteristic User Condition 

Constant Importance Urgency Busy Tired Hunger Feeling 

A Y= -2.8 0.47 0.51 0.56 1.1 

B Y= 4.9 0.47 -0.39 -0.27 0.3 -0.13 

C Y= 5 -0.22 -0.11 -0.32 -0.12 0.49 

5 Conclusions 

Incorporating exercise which relate to actions in daily lives was found to encourage 
users to exercise. We create KANSEI model of the effect when users do parallel ac-
tions and alternative actions. In addition, we develop a system using the model and 
find out accuracy of the system. 
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